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NARRATOR: The Ku Klux Klan has been around since the 1860s, but many of the 
symbols that you might recognize and associate with the group have been around far 
longer, and have origin stories that have nothing do with the KKK or even with race. 
 
Take the white robes and pointed hats. Klan members started wearing them to 
intimidate others and to help obscure members' identities.  
 
But in ancient times, the pointed hat was worn to denote shame, often in public.  
Today, Spanish penitents wear capirotes while walking through the streets during Holy 
Week, publicly repenting for their sins in processions that can last hours. Masks hide 
sinners' identities, and pointed hoods are meant to reach them closer to heaven. The 
Spanish tradition has been practiced since the 1400s. 
 
The similar looking garb worn by KKK members is entirely unrelated, though Klansmen 
could have looked at the Spanish penitents for inspiration. 
 
The burning cross is another symbol widely associated with the Ku Klux Klan, though it 
only entered into Klan tradition in 1915.  
 
Four hundred years before that, Scottish clansmen -- that's clan with a c -- used "fiery 
crosses" as calls to arms. Messengers would carry a small charred or burning cross 
from town to town to unite the clans for war. Fiery crosses were famously used in 
Scotland ahead of the Jacobite Rising in 1745, and even in Canada during the War of 
1812.  
 
Thomas Dixon illustrated the fiery cross in his novel The Clansmen, and the practice 
was then exaggerated in the film Birth of a Nation. Only after that did it become a 
regular part of Klan ritual, and through that, did it become a larger symbol of hate and 
intimidation. 
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This symbol is one of the most commonly used by the Ku Klux Klan. But to many people 
around the globe, the circle cross, or sun cross, stands for something unrelated to hate. 
Legend holds that Saint Patrick combined the Latin cross with the sun symbol in the fifth 
century to form the Celtic cross. 
 
It was also a common symbol in the Bronze Age around 1500 BC when it may have 
represented a God... or the sun... or a wheel... In astronomy, the symbol is used to 
represent the Earth.  
 
The circle cross symbol appears to have been a part of the Klan organization since its 
1865 inception, and the Klan further modified it in the 19-teens to form a new symbol, 
the blood drop cross. The circle cross began to be used by a variety of other white 
supremacist groups after World War II. 
 
Today, these symbols are more often used by people not in hate groups. 
 
The Ku Klux Klan has been a presence in America on and off since Reconstruction, 
using symbols as powerful intimidation tools. But some of these symbols have rich 
histories and deep cultural roots that are completely unrelated to the hate group. 
Symbols can carry great meaning and power. But a symbol that conveys hate or 
intimidation to some, may have a very different meaning for others.  
 
 


